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XLRI conducts Daan Utsav and truly celebrates the Joy of Giving
Jamshedpur, 13th Oct 2014: Daan Utsav (formerly known as The Joy of Giving Week) is a public

“festival of philanthropy”, which was launched across India in 2009, to celebrate and promote
various acts of giving – money, time, resources and skills. It is celebrated every year starting from
Gandhi Jayanti, October 2nd in more than 70 cities, and has engaged more than a million of
individuals, spanning the industries, schools and colleges, NGO and government sector and general
public. At XLRI Jamshedpur, the students and faculty of XLRI anchor and support this festival for
the steel city of Jamshedpur as the “Joy of Giving Week: Jamshedpur Joy Fest” since its inception.
A number of events have already been organized across the city to celebrate during this week.
The Jamshedpur XL fraternity invited donations for material resources, including wearable (clean
and complete) clothes, Un-used but Usable Medicines, dry ration (rice, lintels etc.), other day-today
utility items like mirrors, shoes, bedsheets etc and study materials like books, pencils, pens,
notebooks for the lesser privileged sections of the society. XLRI alumni from across the city
collected these utility items and met at the MDP Residence to donate them on 13th October. Post
this, the Alumni Chapter met to discuss how the scale of the Daan Utsav can be enlarged during the
XL Homecoming scheduled in early November. The campus committee Sigma, is already
campaigning to raise sponsorship for the education of underprivileged students associated with the
organizations, Jeevika and the Jharkhand Tribal Foundation. Through the Beneficiary-Benefactor
initiative, Sigma intends to raise close to 2 lakh rupees for ensuring a bright future for these
students. Till now they have received contributions of close to 20, 000 rupees and hope to raise the
remaining amount through the generous donations from their alumni during the XLRI Homecoming
ceremony.
About SIGMA: SIGMA is a society of a group of budding future corporate managers at XLRI,
who consider it their duty to work for the community. The society provides solutions to certain
problems or suggests appropriate ideas in the issues concerning the community development. The
main aim of the group is to help social institutions like NGOs formulate effective fund-raising
strategies, develop new programmes, curtail expenses and perform better. In essence, it works on
projects for building sustainable business models for NGOs and Small-Medium scale enterprises
(SMEs).
About XLRI: XLRI is the country’s premier management institute and has been consistently
ranked among the top B-schools, alongside the IIMs. The college is one of the most preferred
destinations for those wishing to learn the ropes of management.
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XLRI Organized Silent Auction
Raised an Amount of Rs. 70,000 for Treatment of Lung Cancer Patients
28th October, 2014: XLRI - Xavier School of Management, as a part of the Diwali Celebrations, recently
organized ‘Silent Auction’ at their campus.
The ‘Silent Auction’ is an annual philanthropic event conducted by CII Young Indians, student club in XLRI
where memorabilia collected from the students and faculty of XLRI is auctioned off and the proceeds are
then given for charity. This year the proceeds were donated to the treatment of Lung cancer patients in
Tata Memorial Hospital.
The members of CII Young Indians club collected the various artifacts and items to be auctioned from
students and faculty. This year, more than 250 items were on display at the auction which ranged from rare
collectible lamp to beautiful paintings. While students contributed books and posters, artistic paintings and
wall decors were contributed by professors. A unique feature of this auction was the action of services. The
services offered by Professors like a dinner for four by Prof. Manish Singhal or 3 chess games by Prof.
Sabayaschi Sengupta were very much in demand.
The amount raised this year is Rs. 70,000 and increased by 25% as compared to the previous years.
Almost all of the items on display were sold with the price ranging from few hundreds and several
thousands.
Anita Israni, Secretary of the CII Yi XLRI Net said “The students get a chance to bid for rare items and
services which they might not be able to get otherwise. Also since the proceeds from the event go directly to a
noble cause the participants had no inhibitions in outbidding each other! Also the fact that this year the event
coincided with Diwali celebrations ensured that XLRI fraternity were inclined to spread the happiness.”
Fr. E. Abraham, S.J. Director of XLRI commented on the occasion, “XLRI takes immense pride to be a
socially conscious b-school that works for the greater good of the society. Events like silent auction imbibe the
spirit of giving back in the students and the faculty act as responsible role models and every year lead with the
contributions during the auctions. Silent Auction was a successful affair this year with the contributions and
the excitement shown by the XLRI fraternity widely exceeding expectations”.
About XLRI
XLRI-Xavier School of Management, Jamshedpur is a premier, private management institute in India founded in
1949 by Fr Quinn Enright, S.J. in the ‘steel city’ of Jamshedpur (www.xlri.ac.in). Over the last six decades, the
institute has grown into a top-ranking business management school of international repute with a wide portfolio
of management programs and research publications. Its alumni are spread around the globe and have
demonstrated responsible business leadership in their organizations. XLRI continually strives to contribute its
mite to the professional growth and management of numerous organisations and institutions across industry
sectors.
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Press Release

XLRI organized “XLRI Doctoral Colloquium 2014”
An academic meeting of Doctoral Scholars and Academicians
20th October, 2014: XLRI – Xavier School of Management, one of India’s premier B-Schools,
organized the “XLRI Doctoral Colloquium 2014” – Academic meeting of Doctoral students from Bschools across India. The 2-day academic meet organized by the FPM & Research Department of
XLRI was held at XLRI Campus, Jamshedpur on 18th & 19th October, 2014. The event witnessed
participation of research scholars from across India and eminent academicians from IIMs and XLRI
who conducted workshops to provide participants hands-on training in using latest tools and
techniques in research work.
The objective of this academic meet was to bring research scholars pursuing PhD and Fellow
Programme in Management across India to discuss and learn about the latest developments in the
field of management and get an exposure to the current best practices in research that are being
adopted worldwide.
The XLRI Doctoral Colloquium 2014” was inaugurated by Prof. Pranabesh Ray, Dean [Academics],
XLRI; Fr. S. George, Dean [Administration], XLRI; Prof. Sanjay Patro, Associate Dean [FPM &
Research] and Prof. Ganesh Prabhu from IIM, Bangalore as the key-note speaker.
The inaugural session set the tone with discussion on the importance of research in Academia. The
speakers emphasized on the necessity of original research in new areas. While Prof. Pranabesh
Ray, Dean [Academics], XLRI highlighted on the need of approaching research with a mindset of
curiosity and a genuine intention of finding about the truth behind things, Fr. S. George, Dean
[Administration],XLRI brought home the point that the strongest instinct in human beings is not
the survival instinct but the instinct of holding onto familiar things. Human beings, he said, were
generally afraid of letting go of their hold on the familiar things. And this in turn limits their ability
of exploring new things in research. Prof. Sanjay Patro, Associate Dean [FPM & Research] XLRI, in
his address, recalled the glory of Indian research and intellectual exploration in the ancient times how scholars from far and abroad came to India in quest of knowledge. He also pointed to the fact
that a significant portion of the incomes of leading institutes and universities came from
marketing their intellectual property. Prof. Ganesh Prabhu in his keynote address, pointed to the
dramatic change in the research arena. He highlighted the implications of publishing in terms of
financial returns and career growth for a researcher in the present times. He said there were
immense possibilities of utilizing academic research in finding solutions to societal problems.
Later in his workshop, Prof. Prabhu dealt in detail as to why researchers in India had a difficult
time getting their papers published in reputed international journals. His discussion on the do’s
and don’ts for getting published in these journals was very insightful for the participants.
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The two days event held workshops on Structural Equation Modelling by Prof. Anand Jaiswal of
IIM, Ahmedabad; The Science and Art of Publishing by Prof. Ganesh Prabhu of IIM, Bangalore; Art
of Choosing Research Topics by Prof. E. Sreenivas of XLRI; and Understanding Interpretive
Research by Prof. Rohit Varman of IIM, Calcutta.
In the valedictory function, the guest of honor Prof. Jitendra Singh, XLRI, regaled the audience
with his experiences of his Phd journey in pre-google and pre- computer days. He exhorted the
research scholars to do research that impacts organizations. He said that researchers need to write
in a simple language so that knowledge is disseminated. A researcher has to transfer the ideas to
classroom and share it with the students. He advised the students not to become methodologyoriented but become clear of the concepts. A clear concept and a good methodology will help one
do good work that can make a mark.
Dr. Sanjay Patro, Associate Dean, FPM & Research, XLRI & Chairman of Organizing Committee
commented on the occasion, “The XLRI Doctoral Colloquium was an effort towards creating a
conducive eco-system for research in India. Through this academic meet we aimed to bring
research scholars pursuing PhD and Fellow Programme in Management across India to engage,
learn and connect among them to discuss and learn about the latest developments in the field of
management. We intend to make the Doctoral Colloquium an annual event.”
About XLRI
XLRI -Xavier School of Management, Jamshedpur is a premier, private management institute in
India founded in 1949 by Fr Quinn Enright, S.J. in the ‘steel city’ of Jamshedpur (www.xlri.ac.in).
Over the last six decades, the institute has grown into a top-ranking business management school
of international repute with a wide portfolio of management programs and research publications.
Its alumni are spread around the globe and have demonstrated responsible business leadership in
their organizations. XLRI continually strives to contribute its mite to the professional growth and
management of numerous organisations and institutions across industry sectors.
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XLRI Summer Internship 2014
Largest ever batch of 365 gets placed in record timeof 3.5 days yet again
This year saw steep rise in international offers in summer internships
This year XLRI has launched a parallel placement process - ‘Parivartan’, for
students willing to work with social sector organizations
14th October, 2014: XLRI - Xavier School of Management, one of India’s premier BSchools,continuing its success run in Summer Internship,completes its placements of its largest
ever batch in record time yet again. The entire batch of 2014-16 obtains internship
opportunities in a span of only 3.5 days.
The recruitment drive saw 105 companies participating in the process, making 385 offers to
365 students.
All students of the batch received paid internships, the highest stipend offered being Rs.1.5
lakh per month. The median stipend for the entire batch (BM & HR) was at Rs.55,000 per
month. The top recruiters on campus in terms of numbers were Altisource (12), Vodafone (10),
HUL (9), ITC (9), Microsoft (9), ABG (8), Samsung R&D Institute (8) and Wipro (8).
Fr. E Abraham, Director of XLRI commented “We are overwhelmed with the 100% success
in summer placements and I congratulate all our first-year students. Our students being
recruited across diverse industry sectors is an affirmation of the all-round integral formation we
strive to impart to our students.”
“As a socially aware and conscientious institution, XLRI prides itself in its association with social
sector organizations and in a calibrated way has launched a parallel placement process called
‘Parivartan’. The aim of this initiative is to show our solidarity towards social causes where
students can get summer internship opportunities to work with Non-Government Organizations
and Not-for-Profit Organizations”, he added.
There were multiple organizations who participated in this ‘Parivartan’ process. Amongst them
included Pratham, Tata Trust, AzimPremji Foundation, Bandhan Microfinance, Ashoka
Foundation, E-Vidyaloka, to name a few. Two students were placed with the Tata Trust.The
process was held and completed before the conventional Summer Placement Week.
While XLRI maintains itspre-eminence as the foremost recruitment destination for budding HR
managers, the flagship Business Management program witnessed the most diverse split of
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internship opportunities this year with the entire BM batch obtaining internship opportunities
in 2.5 days. The role wise split is as follows: Sales and marketing at 47%, Finance at 26%,
Consulting at 11%, Gen Man at 9% and the remaining 7% in Operations and Program
Management.
Placements at XLRI are a tremendous team effort with the entire process carried out by the
elected 12 member student-run Placement Committee along with help from other support
committees: CRISP, Controls, Services and Logs.
Prof. Rajiv Mishra - Chairperson, Placement at XLRI commented, “This year’s placement season
has witnessed vast diversity of offers from every sector of the industry including media
conglomerates and social sector organisations. This year saw steep rise in international offers.
We are thankful for the sustained faith shown by the industry in the much sought-after
management professionals talent at XLRI.”
International Roles
This year saw steep rise in international offers in internships. Companies like M.H AlShaya, ABG,
Altisource, HUL, Kellogg’s, Nomura, Pepsi, Godrej and a European Hedge Fund among others
opening up multiple international roles. Many more organizations are bound to get added to
the list as they finalize their projects closer to the internship period.
BFSI
XLRI continued to strengthen its presence in the BFSI space with BFSI being the sector where
most of the Business Management students chose to intern at.
Carlyle continued to repose its faith in the institution by recruiting exclusively from XLRI. The
European Hedge Fund after having offered its only PPO to an XLer returned to campus for the
summers. Avendus Capitalopened its doors for XL for its front end PE Syndication and M&A
Advisory roles.
World Bank was once again a highlight of the internship process and it offered its Structured
Products role to XLRI.
Citibank,HSBC, Standard Chartered, BNP Paribas, DBS opened up multiple roles including the
Markets, Corporate Banking, Retail and HR to name a few.
Goldman Sachs, JP Morgan Chase, Nomura offered Investment Banking and Equity Research
roles.
American Express and Avivareturned to recruit from XLRI for their Risk Management Profile.
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The BFSI recruiter list also includes Private Equity Firms like Uniquest Infra Ventures and an
Angel Fund.
Indian Banks and Firms include the likes of Axis Bank, ICICI Bank among others.
CRISIL opened up roles for both the BM and HR students while Samsung R&D recruited XLers
for projects in Corporate Finance.
Altisource was the largest recruiter in the BFSI domain with many students getting the chance
to work at their Luxembourg office.
FMCG
HRM students continued to prefer the FMCG sector for internship opportunities with almost
19% of the batch interning in that sector.
The Sales & Marketing enthusiasts were flooded with offers with the FMCG sector leading the
way. HUL and ITC offered 9 internship roles, closely followed by Kellogg’s and Mondelez at 7
each.
P&G’s and Nestlé’s S&M role for the Business Management students returned after a long
hiatus.
Roughly 19 % of this season’s offers were by FMCG recruiters some of which include Akzonobel,
Asian Paints, Castrol, Coca-Cola, Colgate Palmolive, GSK CH,Hindustan Coca Cola Beverages,
Johnson & Johnson Consumer, L’Oréal, Marico, Mars, Nestlé, Pepsi and Reckitt Benckiser to
name a few.
GSK CH, Pepsi recruited interns for its Supply Chain roles as well.
Consulting
As compared to the previous SIP Process, XLRI registered more than a 50% jump in the number
of consult offerings on campus.
With an average of around 4 offers per organization, consulting firms the likes of Aon Hewitt,
BCG, Capgemini, Cognizant, Deloitte, EY, KPMG, People Business, PwC got a pick of the best
talent that XLRI had to offer.
The Boston Consulting Group beat this sector average by offering 7 internship offers, 2 of them
to the HR students for its consulting role. BCG opened its Consulting Profile for the HRM batch
for the very first time in addition to the BM batch.
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Conglomerate
ABG lead the conglomerate pack with 8 internship offers.
The regular Conglomerates offered an average of 5.5 offers and the addition of new
conglomerates helped increased the number of offerings over the last year by 40 %
The Conglomerates who have time and again trusted XLRI for its talent pool include ABG,
Mahindra, Reliance, RPG and TAS.
Some of the new additions to the list include the Future Group, GE, Godrej, LnT and the
Muthoot Group.
Godrej opened up a gamut of profiles for the students including Operations as well.
The projects offered to the interns by the Future Group came directly from the CEO’s office and
were closely related to their retail expansion plans.
Technology
The Technology Sector showed a strong presence with participation from Industry stalwarts like
Microsoft, Samsung R&D Institute (SRI), Wipro, Philips, Sandisk, IBM, HCL, Siemens, CISCO,
Nucleus Software etc.
SRI opened its niche Tech Sensing role for XLRI while Microsoft returned for its IDC and Sales
and Marketing role along with HR.
Healthcare
Abbott, Biogen IDEC and Alembic Pharma were among the new participants this year which also
included the regular recruiters like GSKPharma, Boston Scientific, Medtronic, Novartis and
Roche with roles across Sales & Marketing, Operations and HR domains.
Other Sectors
Vodafone continued to fuel its expansion plans in the country with talent from XLRI by taking
double digit number of interns closely followed by Airtel, Ericsson and Reliance Communication
in the Telecom space.
Amazon recruited for its Operations role. Flipkart, Taxi for Sure and People Group (having a
portfolio with the likes of shaadi.com) made their presence felt from the E-Commerce sector.
Tata Steel, Emerson, Hero Moto Corp, Cummins from the manufacturing domain were highly
favored among XLers.
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Star TV and Zee Media recruited from the Media Sector.
In addition, Cairn and SunEdison from the Energy Sector also recruited talent from XLRI.
Sodexo, United Colors of Benneton, IndiaBulls, World Resources Institute were among the new
recruiters that graced the Summer Internship Process.
About XLRI
XLRI-Xavier School of Management, Jamshedpur is a premier, private management institute in
India founded in 1949 by Fr Quinn Enright, S.J. in the ‘steel city’ of Jamshedpur (www.xlri.ac.in).
Over the last six decades, the institute has grown into a top-ranking business management
school of international repute with a wide portfolio of management programs and research
publications. Its alumni are spread around the globe and have demonstrated responsible
business leadership in their organizations. XLRI continually strives to contribute its mite to the
professional growth and management of numerous organisations and institutions across
industry sectors.

_____________________________________________________________________________
Please find the contact details of XLRI Student Placecom spokespersons:
Kevin Thomas: +91 8877080164
Parneet Singh Soni: +91 8877080173
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XLRI to Host the 3rd International Workshop on Inclusive
Finance from October 31-November 2, 2014
Will Discuss on the Theme –

‘Making Finance and Insurance Work for Poor’
14th October, 2014: XLRI - Xavier School of Management, one of India’s premier B-Schools, is all
set to organize the ‘3rd International Workshop on Inclusive Finance’ from October
31st to November 2, 2014 at XLRI, Jamshedpur. The 3-day mega event will bring
together academicians, stakeholders, practitioners of microfinance institutions (MFIs),
NGOs and policy makers to discuss and deliberate on contemporary challenges in financial
inclusion.
The core theme of this year’s conference is - ‘Making Finance and Insurance Work for
Poor’. At the event, the experts would discuss about the inclusive financial sector serving
the asset poor households. It will be holding series of thematic plenaries on contemporary
issues such as Bank-BC model improving access2finance, PM Jan Dhan Yojona, SHG and MFI
models, future of microfinance & livelihoods, small holder agricultural finance, micro
insurance (health, life, accidental), product innovations in savings, credits & insurance &
pension, financial literacy & consumer protection, social security & direct benefit transfer, and
role of technology. The event brings several academic researchers and case presenters from
India and abroad to discuss their empirical & field based research on Access2Finance. The
workshop also includes a doctoral colloquium where scholars present their research and
methodology to an audience of experts.
Some of the eminent speakers at the 3-day seminar will be Dr. Harsh Kumar
Bhanwala, Chairman, NABARD; Mr B Sriram, Managing Director, State Bank of India; Mr.
Vijay Mahajan, Founder & CEO, BASIX; Padmashri Aloysis Fernandez, Chairperson of the
Board of Directors of NABFINS, Bangalore; Mr. YC Nanda, Former Chairman, NABARD; Mr.
Chandra Shekhar Ghosh, Chairman & Managing Director, Bandhan, Kolkata; Dr. Jean
Dreze, Development Economist & Professor, Delhi School of Economics; Mr. T Vijay Kumar,
IAS, Joint Secretary, Ministry of Rural Development, Government of India; Mr. G
Gopalakrishna, Director, CAFRAL, Reserve Bank of India, Dr R Bhaskaran, CEO, Indian
Institute of Banking & Finance, Mumbai; Dr. Alok Pandey, Dept of Financial Services,
Government of India; Mr. Rajesh Bansal, Unique Identification Authority of India; Mr.
Subrata Gupta, Chief General Manager, Financial Inclusion Department, NABARD; Dr. Alok
Misra, Chief Executive Officer, Micro-Credit Ratings International Ltd.; Prof. Angela C
Lyons, Director, University of Illinois Center for Economic and Financial Education; Dr.
Arvind Ashta, Professor - Burgundy School of Business, France, among several others.
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Along with the Workshop, a national level felicitation, called XLRI-NABARD Award for
Innovations4Impact, is being organized on November 1, 2014 inviting social innovators,
microfinance institutions, and micro-entrepreneurs to present their work, that have made
a difference to the life at the bottom of the pyramid by linking finance to livelihoods. A
competitive challenge on “Innovations in Financial Literacy and Consumer
Protection” is being organized engaging students from business schools to design and
demonstrate innovative ideas in financial literacy & protection of underserved
communities. Also on display will be theme-based ‘information kiosks’ of organizations and
projects involving inclusive finance, which provides an opportunity to innovators and early
stage social ventures to demonstrate their innovations.
Announcing the initiative, Dr. HK Pradhan, Professor of Finance and Economics & Convener
of the Workshop said that the event is expected to serve as a forum for intensive
discussions among all stakeholders involved in financial inclusion. Deepening of financial
inclusion is the priority in government policy, and the workshop brings all stake holders
such as banks, insurance companies, technology and telecom providers, for an intensive
discussion.
The details of the Workshop themes & submission deadlines are provided at the site:
http://inclusivefinance.in/
About XLRI
XLRI-Xavier School of Management, Jamshedpur is a premier, private management institute in India
founded in 1949 by Fr Quinn Enright, S.J. in the ‘steel city’ of Jamshedpur (www.xlri.ac.in). Over the
last six decades, the institute has grown into a top-ranking business management school of
international repute with a wide portfolio of management programs and research publications. Its
alumni are spread around the globe and have demonstrated responsible business leadership in
their organizations. XLRI continually strives to contribute its mite to the professional growth and
management of numerous organisations and institutions across industry sectors.

